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Review of Heather & Lorraine of Northampton

Review No. 99721 - Published 5 Sep 2010

Details of Visit:

Author: Trowser
Location 2: St. James
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 3 Sep 2010 14:00
Duration of Visit: 1Hr
Amount Paid: 125
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Soft Touch Bodyworks
Website: http://www.soft-touch.co.uk
Phone: 01604752390

The Premises:

The place is clean and tidy(ish) you have to go through the common room to the spiral staircase to
the exec suite and the ladies can be more untidy then us men at times.
Facilities are very good and to a high standard
Very safe location with loads of parking at the Parlour or nearby.

The Lady:

Heather - Really petite bundle, with platinum blonde hair that is tied up, less than 5 foot high but in
perfect proportion. Small breasts but firm and tight body, trimmed and tasty thought I would have
liked to taste more.

Lorraine - Brunette not that that much taller than Heather but does have smaller breasts than
Heather though again in great proportion to the rest of her. shaved with larger inner lips that feel like
there kissing you when your performing oral.

Extras are ?25 per lady for 1 additional service
?50 per lady for 3 additional services
?65 per lady for full GFE

1 service = Oral, reverse oral or F/S

The Story:

Visted today 3rd Sept and didnt quite get what I was looking for and that was the soap suds with
two women but the double bubble is actually two women in the jaccuzi but that was probably a
misunderstanding and I really should have clarified things at the start - never assume.
The whole experiance was very relaxing the girls very friendly and chatty, I will say this the pictures
on the website are a terrible reflection on the quality of the girls here as they are very sexey and
beautiful and it really doesnt come accross that way.
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I would certainly visit again but also be a bit more forceful to ensure that even though I may have
finished I may want to use the rest of my time enjoying the ladies in other ways (I am not a clock
watcher but?) and I would certainly ensure that I make clear my request from the onset.

I am sure they will score higher next time :)
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